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“Productive State:  Get More Done in
Less Time by Shifting Out of Chaos and

Into Calm”
Workplace demands have never been more

intense and employees at all levels are
struggling to find a way to get it all done.

 
Learning to shift from stress and overwhelm into

a calmer, more focused state provides
invaluable benefits including better decision-

making, enhanced engagement, improved
problem solving and much more. 

Molly Luffy, MBA, started her career in Human 
Resources, quickly climbing the ladder and 
achieving VP status before the age of 30.  
Molly has mentored business leaders for the 
last 17 years.  
 
Molly has a gift for quickly connecting with an 
audience.  This creates  enthusiasm, 
motivation and an enhanced learning 
environment. 

Audiences enjoy her presentations and learn 
skills and strategies that are easy to 
implement and make a positive impact on 
both their personal and professional lives.

Leadership Solutions for a Noisy World

Molly's keynotes and workshops help mitigate
today's work challenges with innovative, easy

to apply content that positively influences
people and profits.

The Distracted Leader Fix: Finding
Time and Focus to Be a Better Leader

Topic # 2

Topic # 1

Participants will learn:
• The signs and qualities of “distracted” leaders
• The costs to the organization and employees
• How to re-organize thinking and focus around

leadership responsibilities and opportunities
• Motivation and inspiration to want to be a more

effective leader
• A 3-part easy, yet effective action plan to start

leading with intention and purpose



Rave Reviews

Molly has been featured on a variety of 

television and radio programs and in 

various publications including:

There aren’t many people I clear my schedule for, but Molly is one of them. She is a 
breath of fresh air in the speaker arena.  She’s profound, relevant, humorous and 

always leaves me and the rest of the audience glad they came.
Meredith Liepelt, Founder, Rich Life Marketing

Molly A. Luffy, MBA

614-598-0302 

bookmolly@mollyluffy.com

As Managing Director for eWomen Network for several years, I’ve selected a lot
of speakers and Molly Luffy stands out among the top.  She will provide your

audience with valuable insights and strategies along with a fun and fresh style
that keeps them engaged, learning and laughing. I highly recommend her!

Amy Ostigny, Managing Director, eWomen Network

Molly did a great job.  It was a valuable experience for our staff and I am happy we were able to 
offer them CALM10™ as a tool to shift their stress on a just-in-time basis.

Dr. David Lee, Chief Medical/Operations Director, OhioHealth Employer Services
 
 

I really appreciated the power of learning CALM10™.  In just a short time, I was able to feel
the benefits for myself and imagine the benefits for my entire organization.  

Marti Post, Chief Strategy Officer, Mindset Digital

PREVIOUS CLIENTS INCLUDE:

 • Ohio Health
 • Business First

• National Church Residences
• City of Upper Arlington

• Sales Coach Now
• eWomen Network

To watch a clip of Molly speaking, visit:
mollyluffy.com/blog/topics

BOOK MOLLY FOR 

YOUR NEXT EVENT!

 Molly is available for:

• Keynotes  • Breakout Sessions

• Workshops   • Retreats

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mollyluffy/

 Molly is available to fill in for last 
minute speaker cancellations.

I was very excited to offer CALM10™ to my sales team at Columbus Business First.  There is actually a
difference in the team already in their overall level of focus and drive.  I finally feel as if my team and I

now have a real tool to build resilience as we deal with our high demand workload.  
Katy Burrier, Columbus Business First


